
Garrison Brown, Jill Cook, Kristi Sammons 
Meghan Lacey, and Tylor Hepner 

Senior Exhibition 2017 

Art & Design Program  

Faculty Sponsors: Prof. John Lawrence, Prof. Marcia Brown, Prof. Margaret Reneke, and 

Prof. Al Waller 

Description: This exhibition included works of art by five graduating art majors working 

in painting, graphic design, photography and, for the first time, animation and time lapse 

videos. Displaying their work in a museum setting represents the culmination of their 

education in the visual arts.  

Garrison Brown displays photographs largely from his trip to Italy in 2016. These classic 

vanitas images focus on the beauty of “old buildings, rusted metal, and shattered glass”.  

Link: Garrison Brown Portfolio 
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Garrison_Brown_Portfolio.pdf 

Jill Cook selects elements from nature to create repeating patterns for fabrics, wallpaper, 

and a number of other useful objects, such as wine koozies and greeting cards. She favors 

hands-on craft rather than computer graphics.  

Link: Jill Cook Portfolio  
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Jill_Cook_Portfolio.pdf 

Kristi Sammons combines scanned objects and photography. After running images 

through a scanner, she manipulates both color and composition to create more complex 

configurations. 

Link: Kristi Sammons Portfolio 
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Kristi_Sammons_Portfolio.pdf 
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Garrison Brown, Jill Cook, Kristi Sammons 
Meghan Lacey, and Tylor Hepner 

Meghan Lacey paints portraits that not only highlight a specific personality but also 

reveal the inherent spiritual connections between a person and the natural world. Her 

paintings have been greatly influenced by the British Pre-Raphaelite painters, whose 

works she saw during a semester in Oxford, England. 

Link: Meghan Lacey Portfolio  
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Meghan_Lacey_Portfolio.pdf 

A time-lapse video shows Tylor Hepner in the process of creating his art. A second video 

is a demo reel of his animation work, which was presented at the Digital Creative Media 

and Film Showcase event at the West Side Recital Hall on campus. He is also exhibiting 

portraits of his family and friends, together with portraits of the superhero characters in 

Marvel’s Avengers series. 

Links:  

Tylor Hepner Portfolio 

Time Lapse for Marvel’s Avengers 

Demo Reel of Senior Show  
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Tylor_Hepner_Portfolio.pdf 
http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Tylor_Hepner_All_Avengers.mp4 

http://home.lagrange.edu/mturner/citations/media_2017/Tylor_DEMO_REEL_Senior_Show_FINAL.mp4 
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